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Recreation and Program Access
R

ecreation, by its varied nature of services,
poses unique challenges in achieving
program access. On any given Saturday, a
city’s residents may be taking water aerobics
classes at the local recreation center, walking
on a hiking trail, participating in youth soccer
leagues, fishing, enjoying a picnic, or just
hanging out with the kids at a neighborhood
park. This myriad of activities must all be
accessible to people with disabilities as part
of the “program access” obligation of public
entities under Title II of the ADA.
How does a public entity meet this obligation?
The best way is to have all facilities, equipment,
and outdoor areas fully compliant with
accessibility standards. In the real world,
however, this can’t always be the case. Limited
budgets, lack of resources, and technical
infeasibility can make bringing existing facilities
and equipment into compliance difficult, if
not impossible. The ADA regulations provide
flexibility for this reality by providing exceptions
for actions that cause “undue hardship.” Public
entities are also not required to take actions
that change the “fundamental nature” of an
activity or service. There is no exemption,
however, for the obligation to provide program
access to individuals with disabilities. This
obligation is more than just “getting people
in the door.” Program Access requires that

use of facilities and services be equal to
what other individuals receive, and it must be
provided in an integrated setting with other
members of the community. These scenarios
illustrate “fundamental nature of the program,”
“integrated setting,” and “undue hardship” along
with different solutions to providing program
access.
Scenario One: Integrated Setting
Ben, a pre-teen with Down’s Syndrome, has
signed up to take swimming lessons with other
children his age at the city’s swimming pool.
He already knows how to swim and wants to
advance his skills. The recreation department
tells his family that an adaptive program is
available at a different time for children with
disabilities.
Response: Unless there is a significant
health or safety threat, Ben should be allowed
to participate in the class with other children
his age as program access requires providing
services in an integrated setting to the fullest
extent possible.
Scenario Two: Integrated Setting
A community has decided to start a wheelchair
basketball team. Some members of the

recreation department have expressed
concern that providing a separate basketball
program limited to wheelchair users would be
discriminatory, are they right?
Response: No. Public entities can offer
separate programs when separate measures
are necessary to provide equal access to an
activity. For instance, in order for individuals
with disabilities to have the opportunity to play
team sports, the best way to provide equal
access to that type of opportunity may be a
separate league for wheelchair basketball.
Scenario Three: Fundamental Nature of the
Program
Sunny College has developed a mountain
bike trail that is very popular. The college
has received a complaint that the trail is not
accessible to students with disabilities as the
terrain is very rugged and hilly.
Response: In this case, changing the terrain of
the trail would change the fundamental nature
of the program, which is to provide a mountain
bike experience to the user. However, if a
student with a disability had a mountain bike
with adapted features, the student should be
permitted to use the trail just like any other
student.

Scenario Four: Changing Locations to
Provide Program Access
Anytown has four parks with large grassy areas
and playground equipment. Each summer, the
city offers a two week day camp with structured
outdoor activities at the largest and oldest
park. The park has a somewhat steep incline
from the parking lot and the restrooms are not
accessible. They have budgeted a complete
renovation of the park, but this will not occur
until the next year.
Response: Anytown does not wait to find out
if any children or family members will need
access to the day camp program. Instead, it
makes the decision to temporarily move the day
camp program to a smaller, accessible park as
the reduced size will not affect the program.
Scenario Five: Planning to Meet a Variety
of Needs
Smallville only has one pool and it is always
filled to capacity. Smallville would like to open
another pool but financial constraints make
this impossible. The pool is required to have
two means of accessible entry, one being a
pool lift. The pool presently has a sloped entry.
Smallville is hesitant to install a permanent fixed
pool lift because the space is needed during
swim meets and other functions.

Response: Smallville decides to buy a
portable pool lift that can be securely fastened
in place during pool hours but which can also
be moved to make more space during swim
meets. (Note: if an individual needed a pool
lift during a swim meet, the lift would still be
provided).
Scenario Six: Undue Hardship
Apple City’s recreation center is located in an
older two-story building. The first floor has a
basketball court and some side rooms. The
second floor houses exercise equipment.
They have received numerous complaints that
there is no way for someone with a mobility
impairment to use the exercise equipment
without an elevator. Apple City’s budget is
limited and the elevator expense is viewed as
prohibitive. There are also structural difficulties
in installing an elevator.
Response: Installing an elevator is legitimately
an undue burden at this time. The city decides
to put some standard and adapted exercise
equipment in the side rooms on the first floor.
Although not a permanent or optimal solution,
this allows individuals with disabilities to
exercise with family and friends. The city also
begins a long-range plan to move recreation
facilities to another location.

Pool Access
Requirements
Let’s Dive In!
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f you have questions about the swimming pool
access requirements included in the 2010 ADA
Standards for Accessible Design, you’re not
alone. There has been considerable confusion
regarding Title II entities’ obligation to provide
pool access ever since the standards were
released. The U.S. Department of Justice even
granted compliance extensions until January
31, 2013 to provide additional time for public

entities to get clarification on the new standards
and plan their implementation. Now that the
extension deadline has passed, the swimming
pool regulations in the 2010 Standards are in
effect. Briefly, we want to clarify some of the
main points of these new regulations.
Additional Means of Access
The 2010 Standards require swimming pools,
wading pools, and spas to have accessible
means of entry and exit through the provision
of fixed pool lifts, sloped entry, transfer walls,
transfer stairs, and pool stairs. Swimming
facilities are divided into two groups: those
with over 300 linear feet of pool wall must
have at least two means of accessible entry
and those with 300 or less linear feet of pool
wall are required to have at least one means
of accessible entry. In either case the primary
means of access must be a pool lift or sloped
entry. See the chart (next page) to further
understand these requirements.
Fixed Pool Lift Requirement
When pool lift access is provided, the lift must
be “fixed” into place. A fixed lift is physically
attached to the pool deck or apron in some
way. A lift does not have to be permanently
attached to be considered a fixed lift. As long
as the lift is attached to the deck or apron of the
pool and remains so while the pool is open, it is
considered a fixed lift.

Exemption from a Safe Harbor for Existing
Facilities
The requirements for swimming pools, wading
pools, and spas in the 2010 Standards are
considered new supplemental requirements (i.e.
elements for which there are neither technical
nor scoping specification in the original 1991
Standards) and are exempt from the safe
harbor status for existing elements. In other
words, the new 2010 Standards apply to all
existing swimming facilities as well as newly
constructed and altered facilities.
Program Access and Existing Facilities
Many communities are still unsure about
how to provide access to their swimming
facilities and activities. Do they construct
new pools to replace existing pools that are
out of compliance? Should they divert funds
from other programs to bring all pools into
compliance immediately? What approach
should be taken to bring existing pools into
compliance?
The Department of Justice has provided
training and guidance on these specific issues,
reiterating that the Title II regulations are
written to provide public entities with a flexible
approach to compliance. Entities may provide
pool access by acquiring new equipment,
altering existing facilities, constructing new

facilities or reassigning program or services to
accessible facilities. When making decisions
about how best to provide program access to
swimming facilities and activities, DOJ advises
viewing swimming programs in their entirety
considering the following factors:
•How to provide swimming programs in the
most integrated setting appropriate;
•The ways in which people participate in the
programs (e.g., individually, in families, in youth
groups);
•Locations where the programs are offered;
•What programs are offered at each pool and
to which constituencies (e.g., family swims,
children’s swimming lessons, older adult
exercise classes, high school swim meets);
•Which pools are accessible and to what extent;
and
•Level of dispersion of the accessible locations
and convenience to reach them (e.g., one pool
in each quadrant of the town, all on accessible
mass transit).
Once this information is gathered and analyzed,
public entities can begin to make decisions
regarding the next steps. For instance, a small
town with only one pool less than 300 linear
feet may purchase a pool lift. A larger city with
several larger pools may prioritize which pools
to add an accessible entry to first, based on the
above criteria.

Resources
We highly recommend using
Accessible Swimming Pools and Spas, if
you will be doing any equipment purchases,
alteration, or construction related to swimming
pools. This excellent guide by the U.S.
Access Board is intended to help designers
and operators in using the accessibility
guidelines for swimming pools, wading pools,
and spas.

Questions and Answers: Accessibility
Requirement for Existing Swimming Pools at
Hotels and Other Public Accommodations,
U.S. Department of Justice. This publication is
designed specifically for Title III entities.

University
Promotes
Inclusiveness
with Disability
Based Recreation
Class
F
or this recreation featured issue of ADA
Now, we wanted to highlight a unique
recreation program that embraces inclusiveness
and harnesses the true the spirit of the
ADA. We didn’t have to look very far to find
this program. In fact, it was right in our own
backyard.For the last four years, Great Plains
ADA Center staff member Troy Balthazor
has been “moonlighting” as an adjunct
faculty member teaching part of the Sports
Management Curriculum in the University of
Missouri’s Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
program. This program is part of Mizzou’s
diversity curriculum that is continuously being
developed. Mr. Balthazor teaches a class
called Introduction to Recreation for People
with Disabilities. We interviewed Mr. Balthazor
to find out what makes this class unique from
the other recreational classes offered at most
universities.

So tell me, what exactly does your class
cover? How do you get students to look at
recreation from an inclusive standpoint?
“I generally start the semester by
stressing the importance of recreation, trying
to get students to personalize their attitudes
about participating in the things they love to
do. I want them to recognize and value of how
vital our recreation pursuits are to our physical,
mental, emotional, and social well-being. If
nothing else, I want students to reflect on
the holistic attributes of the things they do to
compete, relax, or have fun. If we recognize
the importance of recreation to ourselves, we
can start to understand the true importance of
the work we do in this field and provide those
quality opportunities to all, especially kids with
varying levels of ability.
“After that initial framework is laid,
the class engages in a series of interviews with
people with disabilities. Because I don’t

“The people with disabilities
who participate in the interviews
teach students more in one hour
than I can all semester. There’s
no substitute for their
involvement.”

have a visible disability, I want to make it clear
to the students that we’re talking with people
with disabilities, not just about people with
disabilities. The interviews are great because
students get a chance to ask questions they
might have about what it’s like to be a person
who is blind or someone who has cerebral
palsy. The people with disabilities who
participate in the interviews teach students
more in one hour than I can all semester.
There’s no substitute for their involvement.
“So, yes, the class covers the law, the
ADA, how to adapt recreation activities, how
to develop inclusive programs; but only after
students learn a little about themselves and
some of the folks in the disability community
that they will be working with down the road.
“Based on that understanding, the class
gets into the details that are involved with
developing inclusive programs; we talk about
the importance of shared roles, especially for
children, in recreation activities. We discuss
best practices a recreation provider can follow
in planning and executing recreation activities.
We explore the world of adapted sports and get
familiar with what is happening on the national
and international scene. We talk about the
“fundamental nature” of different recreation
programs. So while competition is the
fundamental nature of professional baseball,
for example, it is only one component of a little
league baseball program. The fundamental

nature of little league is about much more,
including social development and the ability
to succeed through working with people who
may be different from you physically, culturally,
spiritually, whatever.
“Basically, the hope is that when
students have completed the class, they will
have developed an understanding of the
importance of recreation, have basic tools
for setting the stage for inclusion in overall
programs and individual activities, and have
developed an awareness of the requirements
of the law. The class stresses a truly inclusive
approach that makes meeting so called
“accessibility requirements” easy. It’s just part
of the overall process of operating a quality
program.”
Why is it important to present the material in
the order that you do?
“I think that if you just jump into all the
legal responsibilities and administrative stuff
that goes with providing equal opportunity for
people with disabilities, it reinforces an attitude
that we’re trying to change in society: that
people with disabilities somehow have special
benefits and that they cost society money, time,
and effort. Suddenly, “these people” are a
hassle. It just helps to understand the human
side of disability and to be able to understand
that any one of us could join this minority group
at any time. Basically, I try to develop the idea

that it’s not the people who can’t access various
areas of society that are the problem; it’s the
design of our environments that are the issue.
How can we move forward in a way that’s most
inclusive and accommodating to all? How can
we prepare and plan to make inclusiveness
an institutional part of what we do, so we don’t
have to always be reacting to situations? How
creative can we be, and how much does it
mean to us?”

are best practices, and there are plenty of
examples of how to get it done.
“It’s irritating when I hear people
complain about compliance with the ADA.
Public and private entities have to comply with
all kinds of regulations, whether we’re talking
HIPPA, building codes, or anything in between.
But sometimes it seems like federal civil rights
legislation doesn’t carry the same weight with
folks, like it’s optional depending on how you
feel politically about the ADA. I don’t get it.”

“Basically, I try to develop the
idea that it’s not the people who
can’t access various areas of
society that are the problem; it’s
the design of our environments
that are the issue.”

What about your students? Do you feel they
“get it”?
“Well, it’s really cool to have a weekly
forum with a room full of developing minds
to talk about the stuff I love to do and know a
little bit about. I like the idea that I’m, to some
degree, having an impact on how members of
our communities see the world when it comes
to diversity and difference. But getting the
students’ perspectives is what’s really amazing.
I hear a lot of stories about how students have
been impacted by disability, themselves or their
family or friends, and you know what? It is just
so clear that future generations will be so far
ahead of where we are today in how difference
is perceived and addressed.
“So to answer your question, yes, I feel
there’s a certain “get it” factor when it comes to
inclusive practices, and some of these kids are
light years ahead of some of the, let’s say “old

But it’s complicated sometimes, isn’t it?
“Oh yeah, sometimes inclusion takes
a lot of thought. If it was easy to adapt martial
arts programs to kids with paraplegia, we’d
just do it. And a lot of people out there do.
There are amazing things going on in adapted
recreation, primarily because of the awesome
people out there doing the work, the thinking.
But that’s the point. There are rules to it, there

guard” out there still running the show. Light
years.”
This sounds unique and highly educational,
but do students get opportunites to apply
what they learn outside of the classroom?
“Certainly. The area of sports
management has really taken off; Mizzou does
a great job of integrating the program and the
Athletic Department to provide high quality
opportunities for students to gain practical
experience. There are also opportunities
through club and rec sports, like the Tiger
Wheelchair Basketball Program. I like that
there are opportunities for students with
disabilities to practice in so-called “mainstream”
sports programming at the university, and there
are opportunities for students without disabilities
to practice in so-called “adapted” sports at
Mizzou and in the surrounding community.
“Another component of the class is
volunteering. All students are required to
provide 20 hours of volunteer service locally
or in their home communities. I’m really proud
that these students provide over 2,000 hours of
service. I really hope they realize how vital their
contributions are.”

Recreation Information Resources
United States Access Board
www.access-board.gov
The Access Board is the federal agency
that develops accessibility regulations and
guidelines. They have published specific
guidance on the recreational elements that
were added to the 2010 ADA Standards for
Accessible Design. These elements fall
and public entities must comply with the new
guidelines for both new and existing facilities/
structures.
Accessible Boating Facilities
Accessible Fishing Piers and Platforms
Accessible Golf Courses
Accessible Miniature Golf Courses
Accessible Sport Facilities
Accessible Swimming Pools and Spas

National Center on Accessibility (NCA)
www.ncaonline.org
NCA provides technical assistance to
organizations of all sizes who are designing and
retrofitting their leisure areas and programs for
accessibility.
ADA National Network
www.adata.org
The ADA National Network is comprised of
ten regional centers that provide technical
assistance and training on all areas of the ADA.
Call 1-800-949-4232 to reach the Center in your
region.
American Trails: Accessible Trails and
the ADA
NRPA Now: The Official Blog of the National
Recreation and Park Association (Inclusion and
Accessibility Category)

Other recreation publications include:
Summary of Accessibility Guidelines for Play Areas
Advisory Committee Report: Accessibility
Guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas

Accessible Outdoor Trails and Pathways
Hiking often brings to mind pictures of people
outfitted in full backpacking gear standing
in front of a mountain pass that they have
just conquered. To be honest, however, the
majority of us are more likely to use a simple,
less taxing, outdoor path that is close to
home. Many communities are incorporating
these types of trails and paths into their
overall recreation programming for just that
reason. A wide range of people can use
simple outdoor trails and paths with greater
frequency increasing the overall health and
well being of the community. And they are
low maintenance; requiring no scheduling,
constant field upkeep, leagues, teams,
referees, etc.

to the fullest extent possible. There
was initial concern that complying with
this requirement would limit trail design
and functionality. Over time it became
apparent, however, that designing to these
specifications actually increased the overall
quality of trails. Accessible trails and paths
allow access not only to individuals with
disabilities, but also to a wide range of
users with different abilities and needs. For
example, bicyclists, senior citizens, joggers,
children in strollers, and families with young
children can all access a trail that is fully
compliant with accessibility guidelines.
Accessible trail design has become
synonymous with good design.

The program access requirement of the
ADA stipulates that, as part of recreational
programming, outdoor paths and trails should
be accessible to people with disabilities

The design elements that make a trail
accessible include surfacing, tread width;
tread obstacles; cross slope; running
slope (the trail grade); passing space;

and signage. Specific standards for each of
these elements are set forth in the
Outdoor Developed Areas Final Report,
developed and published by the U.S. Access
Board. If you are looking for a user-friendly
overview of these accessible trail design
specifications, we recommend,
What is an Accessible Trail, published by the
National Center on Accessibility (NCA).
In summary, communities find that accessible
multi-use trails quickly become a popular
feature of their overall recreation programming
and a good return on invested money and
time. Put succinctly—“if you build it right, they
will come”.

Access is provided throughout this park
due to a winding path with a firm and
stable surface (concrete), gentle slope,
and 60 inch tread width.

Accessibility features incorporate inclusion, allowing users
with different needs and abilities to enjoy trails together.

It is often infeasible to make a trail
comply with all design standards.
In these cases, designers should
still include accessible features
to the fullest extent possible.
Decreasing the slope of this trail
would alter the natural environment
that should be preserved. Creating
a firm and stable path that has a
minimum tread width of at least 36
inches, however, does not alter the
natural environment and greatly
increases access.

The ADA does
not require
trails designed
for specific
activities such
as mountain
biking to be
made accessible,
as alterations
would change
the fundamental
nature of the
program.

What Makes a Playground Accessible?
Using ramps
throughout a play
structure lets children
with mobility disorders
access elevated play
areas--and its fun for
everyone!

Children who are
blind or have low
vision often enjoy
sensory activities
such as this ball
maze structure.

This giant glider is
a good example of
universal design.
Everyone, including
mom and baby, can
enjoy this structure at
the same time. Plus,
the ‘pushers” get great
exercise.
Someone is having a lot of fun!
Note that accessible surfacing
allows the wheelchair to easily
access this stand-alone play
structure.

Accessible play equipment does not have to be
boring or non-strenuous. This kid is getting a
work-out and his friends can’t wait to try it.

By elevating the sandbox,
this “sand table” allows a
child who uses a wheelchair
to independently access
the table and use the
play equipment without
transferring. Most
important: She can play
with other friends in a group
activity.

Play areas are required to have an
accessible route that connect all entries
and exits points of all accessible play
components, including elevated play
components. These playgrounds are
excellent examples of accessible route.
Children and adults with disabilities can
move throughout the entire playgrounds
The elevated play structures have an
accessible route through the use of ramps.
The second play structure allows for
wheelchair access at one end of the play
structure and then through a series of
ramps and landings that allow the child
to reach the highest elevated area. The
landings are a good example of universal
design: they also serve as a spot where
children can wait to go down the slide,
access other play equipment such as
climbers, or just hang-out.
Making play areas accessible in no way
inhibits the types of activities that can be
offered. These structures allow children
to slide, climb, hang upside down--all the
things children love to do--while still being
accessible to wheelchair users.
Note: All public entities are required to make
their play areas comply with the minimum
requirements for play area accessibility that are
included in the 2010 ADA Standards for
Accessible Design. The Access Board has
published an excellent guide,
Accessibility Guidelines for Play Areas,
to help public entities implement these
requirements,

We wish to thank Landscape Structures for providing the photographs used in this article. Visit Landscape Structures at www.playlsi.com

